Venetian Plaster Looks Great Come Rain or Shine

The popularity of Venetian plasters has surged in the U.S. during the last decade. Driven by European design and architectural trends, typical Venetian plasters made from limestone are softer and create more natural variations than most Portland-based cement and acrylics. Whereas many modern building materials create a flat, synthetic look, limestone finishes have an iridescence and translucency that create a far richer aesthetic to any building project, whether old-world or contemporary.

Southern California-based Vero is the national distributor of Rialto’s high-end Venetian plasters based in Trieste, Italy. These products are suited for residential, commercial, hospitality, government, healthcare, and even historical restoration. Vero is unique because it is one of the few plaster companies to import genuine Italian limestone mixed with fine Carrara marble aggregate that, when light reflects on the finish, enriches the colors, giving organic warmth to the walls.

But looks aren’t everything.

The content of magnesium in the mineral is very important, because it gives the finish coat an immediate abrasion and weather resistance. Due to the seasoned slaked lime’s high pH levels, the river limestone used in Vero-Rialto plasters are considered natural biocides. Therefore, they do not promote the growth of mold. They have a high water vapor permeability, which helps the natural vapor-flow through the walls, reducing the risk of blistering and peeling in humid areas, making it an exceedingly durable and long-lasting plaster finish. Whether rain or shine, these finishes get richer and beautify with age, emphasizing the natural movement throughout its life on the wall!

Vero’s Venetian plaster production process originates in Italy and is produced in a manner steeped in tradition.
Vero now offers a Designer Collection box with 15 samples of beautiful Venetian plaster! These boxes include five samples each of lime, resin, and custom finishes. The lime and resin samples will showcase the authentic limestone with the smooth and glossy look that Venetian plaster is known for. The custom samples offer a variety of artistic creations—dragged, pitted, stenciled, you name it!

Request your sample collection box today by contacting Melissa Higgins at melissa@vero-rialto.com or (714) 637-7341.

Lime rocks (limestones) are selected from a river in Italy, where they were formed in shallow, calm, and cool fresh waters. The smaller limestones are separated to obtain a load of similar size to create a homogenous cooking of the stones. Limestones are then taken to a 100-year-old kiln, which is fired with sawdust from nearby furniture manufacturers. The heating is a very slow process, typically seven days at an average temperature of 1650°F. During the heating phase, the calcium carbonate and magnesium release the CO2, and the stones lose 1/3 of their original weight. The stones become calcium oxide, known as quick lime.

The lime rocks are sorted again from the overcooked stones, which are used in creating statues and mosaics. The quick limestones are slaked with water, and turn into a liquid slurry made up of water and fine lime particles, which eventually turns into slaked lime or lime milk. Once slaked, the lime is distributed to separate seasoning pools for two years or 24 months. This turns into Grassello di Calce, “grassello” meaning fat, a creamy like substance that is the Ferrari of building materials used to create Vero-Rialto plasters.

Vero's plasters elevate the appearance of a building and allow designers, architects, and builders to differentiate their work and recapture the tradition of artisans from generations gone by.

Vero has expanded into Northern California and Colorado. Both distributors fully stock Vero-Rialto products, fulfill sample matching, tinting, and making, offer application training, and project consultation. Like Vero, their expertise and consultation are the key element of exceptional customer service. For more information, please contact them directly.

Learn more at vero-rialto.com or contact us to request a sample for your project.

Finding the Perfect Venetian Plaster for Your Project

Vero now offers a Designer Collection box with 15 samples of beautiful Venetian plaster! These boxes include five samples each of lime, resin, and custom finishes.

The lime and resin samples will showcase the authentic limestone with the smooth and glossy look that Venetian plaster is known for. The custom samples offer a variety of artistic creations—dragged, pitted, stenciled, you name it!

Request your sample collection box today by contacting Melissa Higgins at melissa@vero-rialto.com or (714) 637-7341.

Showroom location:
2911 N. Orange-Olive Rd.
Orange, CA 92865
Phone 714.637.7341
Fax 714.637.7364

The Vero showroom in Orange, California displays many striking samples of our Venetian plaster. Each wall beautifully reflects a different finish.

Visit our showroom and experience the beauty and craftsmanship of Rialto Venetian plaster finishes for yourself.

Studio and Showroom hours: M-F 6am to 3pm. Closed Saturday and Sunday.
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